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Abstract. A mobile eye tracker was used to collect viewing behavior in a 
mixed reality immersive Cave Automatic Virtual Environment (CAVE) envi-
ronment to evaluate a design concept of a tourist information office.  The syn-
thetic office consists of physical artifacts and virtual contents projected onto 
three walls of a room-sized cube.  A Think Aloud study was conducted with 
both a goal-oriented condition and a free-browsing condition while subjects 
wearing the eye-tracker.  Multiple Augmented Reality markers were used to re-
construct gaze positions in the coordinate system of the real environment.  Gaze 
points were later aggregated to create heat maps, which were used as textures 
for a computer 3D model replication of the synthetic tourist office.  The interac-
tive visualization of the 3D heat map showcases different viewing patterns for 
different conditions. The insights suggest the combination of eye-tracking and 
mixed reality environment to be a valuable tool for prototyping service design 
of similar kinds. 
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1 Introduction 

Eye-tracking technique has been applied to various areas such as psychology, human 
factors, marketing research, etc. It has been particularly successful in the usability 
evaluation of human-computer interface design [1]. An eye-tracker allows researchers 
and designers to follow the eye gaze of a user, providing insights to how a user perce-
ive and interact with an interactive system. Knowledge about when and where cus-
tomers target their visual attention and how this is affected by certain aspects of the 
service or environment is expected to aid service designers in understanding custom-
ers’ mental processes under circumstances like information processing and its influ-
ence on decision making. Several eye movement analysis metrics have been proved to 
be useful for desktop scenarios (e.g. a web site design), however, little have been 
applied to ubiquitous computing environments (e.g. a service design).  Therefore, this 
paper proposes to depict customer experiences while using a service through the study 
of eye gaze. 

In the last decades, most research on visual attention was primarily based on two-
dimensional (2D) stimuli and static scenarios, regarding both observer and content 
(e.g. websites and interfaces). With the increased interest in interactions of people in 
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natural settings and mobile uses of interaction technology, current advancements in 
mobile eye tracking systems now allows the observer to freely interact physically in a 
three-dimensional (3D) scenario, providing the means to assess eye gaze and visual 
attention and understand mental processes in arbitrary 3D environments (e.g. driving 
simulator and virtual reality). This approach answers questions on how to improve the 
guidance of visual attention afforded by 3D environments with multiple levels of 
depth. Research on visual attention, however, has still mainly targeted 3D objects and 
3D virtual reality [2, 3, 4]. Limited to none research has focused on visual attention in 
Service Design, which is a new, holistic, multi-disciplinary and integrative field [5].   
One reason why eye tracking hasn’t been applied to Service Design might be related 
with the issue of eye gaze data collection and representation in 3D environments for 
an effective interpretation of eye tracking results.  

A common technique for investigating visual attention is the aggregation and re-
presentation of gaze target positions in a scan path or a superimposed attention map, 
also commonly referred to as heat map [6,7,8]. Scan paths are drawn as linearly con-
nected dot sequences, depicting raw gaze points (x, y, t) or a subset of those points 
that satisfy criteria for labeling as fixations, the relatively stationary component of the 
eye movement. Heat maps provide a much cleaner depiction of aggregate gaze by 
combining gaze fixations from multiple viewers. These two representations of gaze 
target positions are suitable for 2D stimuli, but as eye tracking studies typically com-
prise a time consuming frame by frame analysis of captured screen recordings with 
superimposed attention maps, the reduction of 3D scenarios to 2D is likely to lead to 
data loss without assessing the hypotheses on 3D stimuli too [2]. Although, several 
approaches has been done recently to transfer the notion of attention maps from 2D 
content to 3D content [3,6,7,9] they all have targeted only 3D objects and 3D virtual 
environments. Beside these, heat maps have received relatively little attention and 
have remained unchanged since their introduction. Hence, visual gaze analysis in real 
3D environments lacks methods and techniques for aggregating attentional represen-
tations. 

2 The Study 

In this study, a 3D cave automatic virtual environment (CAVE) has been set up for 
prototyping the service design of a tourist information office space (see figure 1). A 
CAVE is an immersive virtual reality environment where projectors are directed to 
three, four, five or six of the walls of a room-sized cube, allowing the exploration of 
users’ experiences in a more realistic but controlled space. Users’ viewing behaviour 
will be collected with the Tobii [10] mobile eye tracker while experiencing the simu-
lated service.  Eye gaze patterns will then be presented on a 3D heat map for under-
standing customers’ experiences while in a service.  The purpose of this study is in 
twofold. First, as Experiential Prototyping lacks quantitative methods for gaining 
insights in users’ experiences, the present study, introduces the use of eye gaze as a 
direct measurement into users’ mental processes.  Second, an implementation using 
Augmented Reality (AR) markers has been proposed for representing customers’  
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visual attention with actual distances in a CAVE, while experiencing the service.  
The result, a 3D attention heat map, is expected to be a valuable tool for Service  
Prototyping. 

2.1 Apparatus and Participants  

A semi-virtual CAVE of a tourist information office was simulated with 3 large pro-
jection screens and real physical objects (an information kiosk, a table with brochures 
and a TV screen for showing advertisements) (see figure 1). The side screens were 
projected with a video (including audio) and static images with text variating in in-
formation content. The center screen was projected with a dynamic synthetic custom-
er representative showing closed non-verbal behavior (e.g. on the phone or working 
on the computer). 

The CAVE was used as an experience prototyping platform. 5 participants, com-
posed of students and researchers from the University, were recruited for this study.   
The mobile eye-tracker, developed by Tobii [10], provided the technical basis for an 
analysis of visual attention during the mobile exploration in the CAVE (see figure 1). 

 

 

Fig. 1. The simulated tourist information office 

2.2 Augmented Reality (AR) Markers 

Augmented Reality markers are small printable black and white shapes that interact 
with software downloaded to a computer equipped with a webcam or a smart phone 
with camera to create 3D images overlaid on the real world image seen on screen. A 
total of 16 AR markers were located strategically within the CAVE near visual tar-
gets. The set-up was designed so that at least 1 tag was always visible when partici-
pants looked through the Tobii Glasses.  
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2.3 Procedures 

All participants were asked to enact a tourist information office visit by going through 
two tasks, an open task condition and a goal directed task condition. Two different 
tasks were chosen in order to create the possibility of getting two different types of 
behavioral approaches and gaze patterns. In the open task condition participants were 
given an absence of specific plans. In the second task condition they were given a 
presence of specific plans; they were asked to imagine the following “You heard a 
tourist talking about their great time during their hike from x to y. You are interested 
in this hike as well as other popular hikes and would like to know how to get there, if 
there is a possibility to camp and any other information about the trail.  You also want 
to know about the possibilities to do whale watching. You have to select one for to-
morrow’s activity”.  

Each task, which lasted no longer than 5 minutes, was explained verbally to partici-
pants before entering the CAVE. After the task was explained they were asked to enter 
the CAVE and scan through the environment in order to see what they want to do, see 
or know more about. All participants were asked to think aloud as much as possible 
and say out loud as soon as they have decided what they want to approach. This was 
also an indication of the end of the task. For technical limitations regarding the mobile 
glasses and AR tags, participants were assigned to first walk to a starting point in the 
CAVE, indicated with a round symbol on the floor. They were also asked to stay with-
in a particular area when in the CAVE, which was also indicated on the floor. 

 

Fig. 2. A visualization of the AR markers in the virtual space 

2.4 Implementation 

After data collection, the first step was to re-create the tourist information office in 
virtual space using Quartz Composer Development Environment available in Mac 
OSX, where interactive 3D navigation and real-time visualization is possible. Figure 2 
shows the 3D virtual space of the tourist information office tagged with AR markers, 
which were used as anchor points for projecting gaze points. Gaze positions were 
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converted from 2D into 3D space for each AR marker individually (see figure 3).  A 
video layer was first captured by the scene camera on Tobii Glasses and a gaze layer 
with eye gaze position was acquired by Tobii Studio Gaze positions in scene camera 
coordinate system. Since Tobii Glasses is an off-line eye tracker, post-processing is 
required after experiments.  Gaze data and video streams from scene camera were 
analyzed and exported from Tobii Studio before sending to Quartz Composer for 
further analysis. Then, the AR markers are detected and recognized in the Quartz 
Composer. The marker position and rotation in scene camera coordinate system were 
extracted. The origin was then shifted to the center of the AR marker and the video 
stream from the scene camera as well as the gaze points  are translated to the AR 
marker’s coordinate system. A 3D rotation transformation was performed to adjust 
the perspective so that the norm vector of the maker is perpendicular to the display. 
Finally, the eye gaze position was transformed to the appropriate position related to 
the marker in the virtual tourist office.  

   
 

   

Fig. 3. A video stream captured by the scene camera on Tobii Glasses (top left);  A gaze layer 
with eye gaze  position acquired by Tobii Studio Gaze positions in scene camera coordinate 
system (top middle); AR markers (marker id# 10) detection and recognition of marker position 
and rotation in scene camera coordinate system (top right); 3D rotation transformation (bottom 
left); Eye gaze position transformation to the appropriate position (bottom middle);  gaze posi-
tion converted from the marker coordinate system into the coordinate system of the tourist 
office (bottom right). 

Since the positions of all 16 AR markers in the tourist information office coordi-
nate system were pre-measured in the coordinate system of the tourist office, refer-
ences were known for calculating gaze points in 3D space.  Gaze points are further 
converted from the gaze position in the marker coordinate system into the coordinate 
system of the tourist information office. Gaze points were aggregated over the course 
of the experiment, and across all subjects.  The intensity of the luminance represents 
the frequency of the visual attention.  Hence, the “hot” spots in the virtual tourist of-
fice indicate areas that attract customers more attention. 
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3 Results 

Participants’ verbal comments during the think aloud, on the spot observations of 
participants behaviour and video material were analyzed qualitatively. Overall, in the 
open task condition, participants seem to divide their attention to different targets 
within the CAVE in a more balanced manner spending the same amount of time on 
fixating towards a target as well as moving to other targets. They made more move-
ments and put more effort in trying to cover all information available in the tourist 
information office. 

In the goal directed task condition, participants seem to scan quickly through all 
targets until they find what they were searching for. They spend more time on fixating 
toward a target of interest and less time for moving to other targets.  

Figure 4 shows the 3D attention heat map of the aggregated eye gaze for all partic-
ipants separately for both conditions. It seems that in the goal directed task condition, 
the heat map is more focused and concentrated supporting the qualitative findings. 
The 3D heat map, however, provides specific details on what has been targeted.  The 
intensity of the heat map reflects the quantity of visual attention of a given position.  
The by-product of the process provides the access to the raw data of gaze positions in 
3D space.  With further defining Area of Interests, other quantitative analysis such as 
fixation count, fixation duration, percentage fixed, etc. could be easily obtained.  

 

  

Fig. 4. A visualization of the 3D heat map in the virtual space for the open task condition (left) 
and goal directed task condition (right) 

4 Discussion and Conclusion 

The interest in exploring and developing experiences in HCI is growing, while often 
designers of interactive systems go beyond their limits when using tools to explore 
and communicate what it will be like to interact with the things they are designing. A 
popular tool to understand, explore or communicate what it might be like to engage 
with the product, system or space that is being designed is Experience Prototyping. 
This tool has been of importance in the application of Service Design. Hence, Expe-
rience Prototyping is qualitative in nature and characterized with an indirect approach 
into customers’ experience or view towards products or services. Therefore, one of 
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the purposes of this study is to introduce a quantitative method for gaining insights in 
users’ experiences, by looking at eye gaze as a direct measurement into users’ mental 
processes. 

Although current advancements in mobile eye tracking systems allows the observer 
to freely interact physically in a 3D scenarios, providing the means to assess eye gaze 
and visual attention and understand mental processes in arbitrary 3D environments, 
eye tracking hasn’t been applied to Service Design yet. Visual gaze analysis in real 
3D environments also seem to lacks methods and techniques for aggregating atten-
tional representations, which directs us to a second purpose of this study; an imple-
mentation of representing customers’ visual attention with actual distances, while 
experiencing the service using AR Markers. 

A mixed reality CAVE was set up for prototyping the service design of a tourist in-
formation office space and users’ viewing behaviour was collected with a mobile eye 
tracker while in a service.  Eye movements were recorded and visualized virtually on 
a 3D attention heat map. The different viewing patterns for different conditions, con-
cludes the 3D heat map to be a valuable tool for prototyping service design. The 3D 
heat map provides specific details on what has been targeted compared with qualita-
tive methods.  The proposed paradigm is independent to the brand, type and model of 
mobile eye-trackers.  Additional efforts can be made to port the software to support 
other mobile eye-trackers in order to benefit service design community. 

Some limitations were found during this study. First, the slow shuttle speed of the 
scene camera in the eye tracker resulted in blurry images when head movements oc-
curred, which makes it more difficult for AR marker detection. Second, there were 
problems with the marker distribution within the CAVE. When more markers are 
used, indicating higher density, the performance improves but obscures the scene.  
The use of IR markers could be a solution for future studies. In additional to invisible 
markers, object and scene recognition should be considered as well when tracking in a 
more realistic scenario where planting markers to cover whole physical space is not 
feasible.  Also, the implementation requires manual operation. Therefore, an eye gaze 
proxy could be useful once online access to gaze data on the mobile tracker is possi-
ble. Future work should focus on more empirical studies to validate the usefulness of 
the 3D heat maps as well as other new ways of quantitative analysis of visual atten-
tion that can be applied to Service Design. 
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